
Chapter 41

"Stark, it's Wanda." Wanda stands up next to me as I see Stark's suit

touch the ground with a loud dunk! a1

"Well, Wanda, care to tell me why and more importantly, how you've

just blown a hole in the street? I for one thought New York had

enough potholes."

I try to stand up, but plonk down onto the cement below again.

Wanda shoots me a quick look before she looks back at Stark.

"I've-" Wanda begins, uncertainly, and I realise I never actually told

her anything about what it was like to travel back in time, and how no

one would know her yet, as they wouldn't have had met her.

Shit. There goes not changing anything.

"Jarvis?" Stark now speaks, still under his helmet and I assume only

he can hear whatever it is that his AI is telling him as no audible reply

is heard.

"Alright, why don't you come with me, Wanda, and we'll have a little

friendly chat, away from any civilians?" Stark speaks and I hear the

tension in his voice. "I'd love to hear your take on New York's pothole

situation."

Wanda shu les slightly backwards and I try to speak, to say

something to de-escalate the situation, but all I manage to do is

cough dryly, the words I was going to use getting stuck in my throat.

"I'm not coming anywhere, she needs attention first." Wanda

stubbornly tells Stark.

Shit. Wrong answer.

"Well, little witch, I'm not really asking."

The machinery in Stark's suit starts dully coming to life and I look up

and manage to catch the white light in Stark's palm outstretched

towards Wanda, standing right above me, her legs in a wide stance.

Shit. Shit. Shit.

"Stark." Wanda warns and whether she knows it or not a small ball of

scarlet forms at the tip of her fingers.

I know how it must look to Stark, and how it looks is not great. He

must have been alerted somehow of whatever magic Wanda used to

get rid of the gang, and here she now is, refusing to comply, hands

fucking glowing. Stark must have no idea of her entire existence as I

think they would only meet next year in Sokovia.

Shit.

I force myself up onto my feet, grabbing ahold of Wanda to steady

myself, but she's caught o  guard and so she stumbles backwards

and in an attempt to steady herself her scarlet zooms out in front of

her, missing Stark by an inch.

Shit.

Wanda instinctively pushes me behind her using her scarlet at the

same time as she blocks an attack from Stark's suit.

Shit.

I stumble back, Wanda's scarlet still pushing me back, not harshly but

in my current state, I can't keep up so I fall flat onto my back once

again, cursing my pitiful state in my head. I need to do something to

stop them, to convince Stark Wanda isn't a threat.

"Stark, stop it!" Wanda yells, blocking another one of his beams.

"Then you stop glowing!" Stark yells back. a1

"Then -you -stop -firing!" Wanda hu s in between blocking with her

scarlet, but not attacking Stark back, only shielding herself.

Stark's suit propels him into the air as he first at Wanda, who falls into

retreat. I know she's holding back, afraid to damage more of the

buildings near us, or inadvertently hurt Stark, or even me. I need to

do something; Wanda isn't the best at communicating and Stark's AI

is obviously telling him she's a threat.

"Stop!" I suddenly find it in me to yell as I miraculously stumble up

again, the momentum causing me to end up a few paces o  to

Wanda's right.

Wanda notices that I'm no longer protected behind her, and although

Stark's attack has been focused on her, she seems to want to keep me

behind her as she starts reaching out a hand towards me, fingertips

already tingling with scarlet towards me.

"Don't!" Stark shouts, mistakenly thinking Wanda is about to attack

me.

I try to muster up my mist to will Stark's firing to freeze, but I can't

seem to connect to the magic at all, feeling it slip and slither away

from me like water through my fingers. I don't have any time to

ponder on it though as Stark boosts himself into the air towards me

to get me away from Wanda.

"Wait-" I begin, petrified, my knees starting to quiver as I feel another

wave of sickness roll over me.

"Stay away!" Wanda shouts, as if sensing my approaching feeling of

sickness, and a bigger burst of scarlet energy explodes out of her

outstretched hand to hit Stark's suit straight in the chest which sends

him rocketing to the side only to crash into a lamppost with such

strength he bends the entire pole. I don't see the rest as I crumble

down onto my knees, head spinning. Goddamnit.

"Liv!" Wanda rushes to me, sinking down onto my level, her face

contorted with concern, completely ignoring the groaning heard from

inside Stark's suit a little way away from where I've collapsed.

"Couldn't... use... your... words!?" I exclaim, out of breath, trying to

keep whatever is fighting its way out of me in.

"He started it!" Wanda defends herself almost like a petulant child

and I'm reminded of her past with Stark which probably renders her a

little more trigger-happy than necessary. I shoot her a look which

clearly shows her I'm not amused, but before I have the chance to

counter with anything, I hear the whir of Stark's suit again. Assuming

he is getting up and is most probably not feeling all too happy about

what Wanda just did. I li  a heavy arm to grab Wanda's shoulder and

push her behind me, placing myself in between the pair. Stark has

indeed gotten up, his shiny suit slightly dented and scratched, but

still looking fully operational. This being only the second time I've

ever seen his suit in real life, it still kind of petrifies me, how the

brightly glowing eye sockets stare you down without any sort of

emotion. Stark freezes in a slight crouch, ready to take flight at the

slightest of moves from miss "he started it" behind me.

"If either of you as much as moves a muscle I swear to God!" I loudly

warn, making my head pound in the process and I squeeze my eyes

shut for a moment in pain. What the hell is going on with me?

Stark straightens up, slightly taken aback, and I physically sense

Wanda relax slightly behind me, the scarlet glow around her gone,

leaving the street slightly darker in its absence. I exhale heavily,

relieved to have them pause at least momentarily. My head pounds

and I wish I could just let myself lay down on the ground and sleep for

a while. I can't, though, unless I'm okay with witnessing another Iron

Man versus Scarlet Witch fight and I don't want to waste one of

Stark's suits, so I ignore my body's wishes.

"Okay, good." I sigh as the pair silently wait for me to speak. "Fucking

hell Stark, don't you ever listen?"

"Hmm, you sound like Pepper." Stark's visor slides up, revealing his

face. "Most people I try to help usually thank me, not curse me out."

"If you stopped for a second you would have clearly noted Wanda

was helping-"

"But Jarvis-"

"Is a fucking robot. Use your eyes." I grumble, feeling my sudden

newfound strength start leaving me again and I sway slightly.

"What's wrong with you? Are you drunk? On a Tuesday?" Stark asks,

sounding more jealous than concerned.

"She needs medical attention." Wanda suddenly speaks up. "Now."

"Again, not used to people I don't know ordering me around."

"But we know you!" Wanda bursts out, sounding stressed. "I can

explain everything, just please-"

"Nearest hospital is five blocks away, hope you've got insurance."

Stark shrugs.

"No. You are taking her to your facility." Wanda growls, standing up

despite my weak protests.

"Oh, am I now? Look, I don't know who you are, little witch, to-" Stark

begins, but Wanda growls in frustration.

"Do not call me little witch!" Wanda almost yells out and I'm taken

aback by the tone in her voice. I remind myself quietly to follow up on

that. a1

"Stark!"

"Witch!?"

"I told you-"

"Focus!" I grumble and Wanda takes an unsteady breath to calm

herself.

"We know you; we're from the future! Now get it through your thick

head that she needs help now!" Wanda growls, her voice trembling,

and when I look up at her I can see her eyes have turned red again.

Her patience is running low.

"What? Excuse-"

"Is that stupid helmet stopping you from using your brain, Stark?"

Wanda's voice rises again.

"Look, little witch, you really need to-"

"Do not call me that!"

"Please, I don't- I don't feel all that great-" I quietly confess, the tone

of my voice enough to get both of the arguing pair to turn to look at

me.

Wanda instantly returns to her crouch next to me, placing a hand on

my forehead again, as if it'll give her a magical answer or remedy to

my mysterious illness. My eyelids feel heavy, and I press my head into

her hand, wishing I could just give her all its weight. Stark cautiously

stomp up to us but stays a little while away.

"You said you're from where?" He questions a er observing us

silently, now sounding totally serious again, no joking or teasing tone

present anymore as he surveils us.

"We're from the future." Wanda explains, touching my cheek to check

whatever it is she's trying to find. "She's just gotten us back in time,

but something went wrong -I don't know what!" Wanda responds,

her attention still on me.

"Timetravel? How...?"

"Stark, please, I'll answer all your questions, but please just help her."

"You said you know me?" Stark sounds slightly unconvinced still.

"Yes, we're best friends." Wanda dryly retorts. a3

"Somehow I doubt that. And your... powers...?"

"I said I'll answer your questions as soon as you help!" Wanda

reminds him and he stays silent for a little while.

I briefly close my eyes just to rest my brain from having to translate all

the weird spinning images my eyes send its way. The darkness helps

slightly, but I feel more o  balance. Wanda's body quickly presses

against mine, steadying me.

"Alright, I'll help. But I want answers. And no magic indoors, please. I

quite like my apartment."

"Yes, yes." Wanda annoyedly agrees.

"Alright, I got her-"

"No." Wanda firmly stops him. "You fly ahead. I take her." a3

"Alright, geez, first you beg for my help and then you don't want it.

Can't tell we're o  to a great start, bestie."

Wanda only hu s in reply and then I feel myself being moved and

when I open my eyes I see myself being wrapped in Wanda's scarlet.

"I can-"

"Liv, please, shut up. You can't." Wanda implores with a so ness to

her voice.

"Alright. Just don't drop me, please." I concede, my eyes closing

again.

"Wouldn't dream of it."

"How are you feeling?" A so  voice I recognise as Wanda's finds me

through the darkness that has been surrounding me ever since I let

Wanda get me to-

"Where are we?" I ask groggily, slowly opening my eyes only to have

to close them again a er being met by a harsh fluorescent light.

"Stark's tower." Wanda places a steady hand on my forearm.

I open my eyes again, noting that I am lying on a quite so  bed, under

clean white sheets. Wanda's standing next to me, and a little behind

her stands a slightly grumpy-looking Stark, surveilling me over his

dark sunglasses. I wish I could borrow them, would make my eyes

stop watering.

"No, no." I try to push myself o  the bed, wanting to leave as quickly

as possible. We were not supposed to make our presence known.

"You stay down." Wanda gives me a tiny smile, trying to hide her

concern as she pushes me back down onto the pillows.

"We need to leave." I tell her hopelessly as the slight feeling of

sickness returns and the lights flicker harshly.

"Hon, you make it to the door you're free to leave." Stark says from

his corner, crossing his arms over his chest and looking at me

expectantly.

"You're not getting up, Livvy, you need to rest." Wanda shoots Stark

what I assume is a dirty look over her shoulder and he shrugs at her.

"Got you hooked to an IV, ran some tests but haven't found anything

wrong yet, blood came back normal but sent it to the lab to run some

more in-depth tests." Stark looks back at me from Wanda.

"Fabulous." I say flatly, noting the tube sticking out of my right

forearm.

"Truly." Stark agrees and walks up to the foot of my bed, staying well

out of Wanda's reach. "Now, I think you owe me some answers."

"We can't tell you much." I tell him, not wanting to mess this up more

than we already have.

"Well, you're going to have to tell me a little if you want to keep

enjoying my IV."

"Don't threa-" Wanda begins, turning to Stark.

"Wanda, please." I beg her tiredly and she turns back to me with a

slightly scrunched up nose as if she's smelling something bad. Still,

she looks adorable. Okay, must be the IV talking...

"Sensing some tension..." Stark o ers unhelpfully, and both Wanda

and I shoot him looks and he throws his hands up in the air. "Hey, just

telling it as I see it, besties."

"Stop that." Wanda tells him and he chuckles. a1

"You know, I think you've lost some humour back in the future, geez.

So when are you from, exactly?"

"2023." Wanda answers.

"Damn." Stark whistles so ly. "We still friends in the future?"

Wanda and I hesitate, and Stark misreads our reactions. a4

"Great, I already am kind of bored with you two."

"Wow, okay, I'm ill." I remind him and he sighs.

"No excuse. Now, what are you doing here? You said something went

wrong?" He turns to Wanda.

"Yes, we were supposed to-" She shoots me a look to find some

support, but I honestly don't know what to tell Stark. "Well, we're in

the wrong year, and the wrong country."

"Lucky me, star pupils you two are." Stark rolls his eyes behind the

glasses perched low on his nose. "How long are you gracing me with

your presence, then?"

"Liv needs to be a hundred per cent before we try again." Wanda

quickly replies, giving me a stern look when I open my mouth to

argue.

"Great, and that's going to take...?"

"This has never happened before." I mutter, feeling embarrassed that

we've messed up so badly because of me.

"Fabulous." Stark claps his hands together. "Well, I will go check on

your bloodwork. No magic, kids!"

He points at Wanda and exits the room backwards, looking from me

to Wanda before the door closes behind him. I exhale tiredly, closing

my eyes to soothe the pounding in my head.

"How are you feeling?" Wanda asks me, so ly rubbing my arm.

"Better than before." I hum and open my eyes to find her looking at

me, her eyes sparkling in the harsh light.

Damn her, who looks good under fluorescents? a1

Wanda's lips curl in a small smile, and she looks away, trying to hide

it, but failing. I smirk involuntarily, realising what just happened.

Wanda finally manages to get her face under control again, and she

li s my arm just enough to be able to perch herself on the edge of the

bed before she places my arm down again, resting across her legs.

"What now?" She asks me.

"I don't know." I confess, a slightly anxious feeling biting at me.

"Don't worry, you'll be fine." Wanda comforts me, mistaking my

anxiousness for me worrying about my own health, which to be fair,

I've not really had time to fuss over at all.

"I'm not worried." I flash her a smile which must look slightly wonky,

the muscles in my face so tired. "Not when I got a little witch right

next to me."

Wanda's face drops instantly, but she doesn't yell at me. A dark

shadow crosses her face and she looks away from me and I instantly

regret bringing this up like this.

Smooth, real smooth, Liv.

"Sorry." I grimace.

"It's okay." Wanda whispers tensely, and I know it really isn't.

I lie there silently for what feels like an eternity, my overworked mind

chopping away at my confidence, overthinking, wondering what is

going on inside Wanda's head. She finally looks back at me and gives

me the tiniest of smiles.

"It's something I used to be called back- by the people experimenting

on me." She opens up, taking me by surprise.

"I'm sorry." I repeat, feeling honestly like the worst person on earth.

"Don't worry about it." Wanda insists. "It's in the past... or the future."

She smiles sadly and I still feel horrible. Wanda almost never talks to

me about her past, and when she does it just always breaks my heart.

I can't even imagine the things she had to go through back then, and

if her reaction to those two small words is to go by, it wasn't fun. My

thoughts must be reflected on my face as Wanda sighs and brushes a

strand of my hair away from my face, tucking it behind my ear. My

stomach does a somersault, and it isn't due to me feeling ill.

"Why do you always worry so much?" She asks me and I meet her

eyes. "You know, I'm not that fragile."

"I know!" I quickly agree, not wanting her to think I'm thinking that of

her when the opposite is true. "I just... I just want you to find

happiness."

Wanda's eyebrows rise at my confession, one I would not have made

would I not be feeling as o  as I am.

Shit.

Wanda regards me for a little while, her expression unreadable. Then

when I begin to think she's going to be mute forever, she lets out a

so  little laugh, apparently realising something amusing. I feel myself

starting to overthink again, but then she finally speaks.

"I am finding it." a10

A/N: Hearteyes emoji x3... Yay, hope you enjoyed this chapter, I

actually really liked writing this! Love writing Tony, don't think I'm

nearly as witty but hopefully I'm at least halfway there haha! Also,

Wanda in this chapter (as in every, but suddenly here she was just)

*chef's kiss* a7

See you soon x
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